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The Problem
In the UK there are over 5,000 hospital 
overnight admissions every year for under 5’s

Most accidental poisoning happens to children 
younger than five years old. 

Children aged one to three years most at risk

Most involved medicines(70%) cleaning 
products (20%)

•

Children from the poorest families are three 
times more likely to be admitted to hospital 
due to an accident, including accidental 
poisoning



So far...
Launched in 26 areas

140 local partners have delivered 
the programme.

Via social media we regularly 
reached thousands of people.

• @RoSPA 

At least 400,000 families responsible 
for young children will have 
received advice and resources

Over 4 million people reached 
through  National television, radio 
and newspapers
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Emergency admissions for accidental poisoning in 
children aged 0-4        2014/15 - 16/17



Selection of target areas

Emergency admissions for accidental poisoning children under five years old 

2014-15 - 16-17

260 children aged 0-4 were admitted to hospital for 
accidental poisoning

Northamptonshire



The Programme

Take Action Today, Keep Them Away 
is an industry supported campaign 
funded by UKCPI

Raising awareness of the potential for 
accidents and how to prevent them

Developing safer products on the 
market



The Tools

Briefing pack for health professionals

The magnetic pads – visual reminder for 
the home

Checklists for use with and by parents

Factsheets

Feedback forms

All of theses can be downloaded from:

https://www.rospa.com/home-safety/advice/child-

safety/household-cleaning-products/

https://www.rospa.com/home-safety/advice/child-safety/household-cleaning-products/


The Website

Videos

Case studies

PDFs of all resources

Evaluation reports



Real life....
"I left a liquid laundry capsule in the washing 
machine drum, ready for the next wash, and 
Zachary picked it up and squeezed it in both of his 
eyes. I've never heard him scream like it and I hope I 
never will again.“ Gemma, Birmingham

"It only took the briefest of moments for Hayden to 
get into the kitchen cupboard and go straight for a 
liquid laundry capsule. I'd just had a new kitchen 
fitted and hadn’t got round to putting locks or safety 
catches on the cupboards...one of the scariest 
experiences of my life and since that day, all the 
household cleaning products are high up and out of 
reach.” Roxanne, Cradley Heath
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Does it make a difference?

Emergency admissions from poisonings: Liverpool:



Does it make a difference?

Yes
61%

Already 
Stored 
Away
35%

No
4%

Will this information prompt you to take 
action and store household cleaning 

products safely away?

Yes
91%

No
7%

No 
response

2%

Will you share this information?



What parents say...

“Never thought about it until now”

“Makes you think”

“Great. Keep it up. Awareness is what we need”

“Will tell my mum and dad too”

“Consider giving homes of grandparents this information”

“Scary to think how many drink them

“My child thinks the capsules are like a candy crush game”

“Will stick to my fridge to remind me, thanks”

“Been to hospital already, so locked away now”



Thank you!

www.rospa.com
joram@rospa.com
@RoSPA

http://www.rospa.com/
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